"This book has made something vivid and beautiful out of
the search in research. The relation between Eunice
Lipton and Olympia is memorable."
- Vivian Gornick, author of Fierce Attachments
"Think of Alias Olympia as a Canterbury Tale; a life story
told on a pilgrimage. It is an exploration in a dizzying
variety of senses, from Lipton's laborious attempt to
unearth the real life of her subject to reflections on her
own childhood and career to the igniting effect of the
feminist movement."
-Richard Eder, Los Angeles TImes
"A stunning book ... a new achievement in biography ...
a fascinating look at how women have been seen (and here
I purposely intend several different interpretations of this
word) and the ways in which this has determined how they
see themselves."
- Deirdre Bair, author of Simone de Beauvoir
"Defies the boundaries between self and subject,
passionate involvement and cool pursuit ... not one but
two singular artists emerge: Victorine Meurent and Lipton
herself."
-Alix Kates Shulman,
author of Memoirs of an Ex-Prom Queen

EUNICE LIPTON is a distinguished feminist art historian and the author of Looking Into Degas: Uneasy Images
of Women and Modern Life andPicasso Criticism, 19011939: The Making of an Artist-Hero. She holds a doctorate
in art history and has taught in leading universities. She
divides her time between Paris and New York City.

"The elegance and clarity of Lipton's prose make Alias
Olympia a joy to read."
-Lambda Book Report
"A mesmerizing narrative ... She raises disturbing
questions about the validity of much art historical
scholarship concerning the role of women."
-Library Journal
"Lipton seduces her reader .. . transforms what was a
tragic history into one of inspiration and power."
-off our backs
"A smart and captivating memoir in which Lipton finds
intriguing parallels between herself and her subject
while deftly evoking the Paris of two eras."
- Cleveland Plain Dealer
"Wonderful ... What makes Alias Olympia an utter
delight is Eunice Lipton and what she tells us about
her own life, her own pain, her own desire."
-Cincinnati Inquirer

"Book lovers and art lovers may devour it greedily in
one sitting."
-Detroit News and Free Press
"Fascinating .. . The highs and lows of a gifted art
historian's search for facts assume the compelling
tempo of a good mystery."
-Booklist
"As exciting as a good detective story ... Lipton's
iconoclastic, feminist approach is refreshing and
intriguing."
-Publishers Weekly
"A marvelously vivid chronicle ... an interesting book
that is part feminist biography, part personal confession,
part historical fiction."
-Trenton Times
"Scholarly research-as-usual is converted into a
cliffhanger .. . a pioneering attempt to fashion a
counter- or post-academic self in print."
-Art in America
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